ENTER THE LYRANS

Scheduled for the second deck of SFBF, the Lyrans are of course one of the most important races in the Star Fleet Universe since they are the principle Klingon allies.

One new rule is needed in adding them, since there are no ESG cards in the SFBF-1 Action Deck. Their use can be simulated with drone cards under the following rules:

- Each ESG symbol can “fire” one drone card. When used in this way, the Drone card cannot be doubled by the Legendary Gunner or Scatter-Pack cards.

- When used offensively, the ESG-Drone has the Range Limit; damage is equal to the card. The target ship use a tractor beam to reduce by 50% all ESG damage targeted on it. The target ship could use a drone or Hellbore to reduce the ESG damage by the amount on those cards. Shield cards work normally. ECM, Wild Weasel, and Erratic Maneuvers, or other cards, have no effect. ESGs cannot damage ships protected by webs, but can damage cloaked ships.

- The ESG-Drone can be used defensively. An ESG-Drone card used defensively will reduce the damage caused by Hellbore and/or Drones attacks by a total amount equal to double the value of the ESG-Drone card, and a fighter attack by the amount of the Drone card. Any damage reduction caused by defensive ESGs is calculated and applied prior to reductions from ECM.

- A ship using erratic maneuvers, a cloak, or a wild weasel cannot operate ESGs (e.g., he cannot have his ESGs use drone cards). ESG ships cannot use ESGs to protect other ships. Orion ships may use an ESG in one (and only one) of their options.